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On the Edge is an annual
programme of small scale
contemporary performance
and screenings including
theatre, dance, music, digital
arts and the spoken word.
We aim to feature emerging
talent as well as established
artists and companies with a
local, national and
international reputation.

Wednesday 10 February, 7.30pm

PS2

£4

Sir Alan Ayckbourn
What’s Wrong with Writing?
Alan Ayckbourn talks about playwriting with Stephen Wood, Executive Director of the
Stephen Joseph Theatre who has worked with Ayckbourn for over 30 years in
Scarborough and at the National Theatre.
‘… a genuine pioneer who plays with the possibilities of space, time and alternative
action.’
Michael Billington – The Guardian
‘Time is just one colour in a playwright’s palette’
Alan Ayckbourn

Friday 12 February, 7.30
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WJ-S
By Anne Roquigny in collaboration with School of Arts and New Media students,
University of Hull, Scarborough Campus
Following the steps of DJ’s and VJ’s, WJ’ s (weejays, webjays, webjockeys… ) directly
draw their sources from the Web and mix the network flow in real time.
WJ-S is a software and a flexible public device for web performances allowing WJ-S
(webjays, artists, web addicts and web mutants) to play live with text, sound and visual
content available on line. WJs take control of a multiscreen environment and surf in
different browser windows simultaneously. WJ-S is a visible and collective experience of
the surf. WJS is an immersive experience in the flux.
In less than 20 years the World Wide Web, a space of converging multimedia praxis, has become a vast experimentation
and exploration ground with countless artistic ramifications. In this way, Wjs become flux stalkers and offer things to see,
hear, feel, observe and think about, through a progressive and dynamic process. Guided by their critical spirit and their
own personal outlook, they reveal the fragrance of the Web, defragment and confront worlds that make the invisible
become visible.
WJS has been presented at Dis-patch Festival (Belgrade), Centre Pompidou (Paris), Festival Ososphère (Strasbourg),
Mapping Festival MAMCO (Geneva), Gawlab, Dakar Biennale (Senegal), Festival RIAM (Marseille), Kiberpipa (Ljubljana),
MNAC (Bucharest), Le arti in citta Festival (Perugia), Plektrum Festival (Tallinn), Nuits sonores (Lyon), Lift (Marseille),
EMAF (Osnabrueck), Monkey Town (New York), Maison des Métallos (Paris), Rencontres Internationales (Madrid), Dièse
(Dijon), IMAL (Brussels), among other places.

Wednesday 17 February, 7.30

PS1

Rachel Kirsche
Choreography
Adaptation and performance

The Swimmer
Deborah Hay
Rachel Krische

£4

In September 2007, Rachel Krische participated in an intensive project in which 22
dancers worked with Deborah Hay, US choreographer and mentor. Rachel learned
Deborah’s piece The Runner, followed by a three-month daily practice ritual, slowly
developing the work in a new and personal way.
The Swimmer is Rachel’s adaptation of Deborah’s solo. While the work follows
Deborah’s set choreographic instructions, the execution is very much unique to Rachel,
resulting in an intense solo full of moments of surprise that are completely free of artifice and decipherable movements.
“Watching Deborah’s work is like watching someone find their way through a rich and complex thicket of paths, terrains,
and moods. It is a bizarre and delightful experience, humorous and at the same time poignant in equal measure.”

Thursday 18 March, 7.30
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£4

Music gig
Paul Dibley
Paul Dibley studied at Oxford Brookes University for his first degree, where he studied
computer science alongside music. He gained a distinction for his MA in Digital Music
Technology from Keele University. In 2003 Paul completed a PhD in Musical Composition
at the University of Birmingham, where he studied with Professor Jonty Harrision.
Selected Performances, CDs and Broadcasts of Compositions (more at
www.pauldibley.com/compositions) Broadcasts include BBC Radio 3, BBC Radio 4
(Today Programme), ArtRadio.net, Elektramusik, ArtsRadio1, Finland.

